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Introduction 
 
The purpose of this white paper is to explain the options available to those who want to run 
Autodesk CPM applications (specifically Autodesk Buzzsaw and Autodesk Constructware) on the 
Apple Macintosh platform. 
 
The issue of Mac compatibility typically arises when one or a few participants in a CPM project 
are using Macs as their standard operating platform as opposed to Windows PCs, which CPM 
products are primarily designed for. Generally speaking, not all team members use Macs, just a 
few do. So this white paper will cover that scenario. 
 
A few things before we begin… 
 
Access to the Mac platform varies a bit across the products (the Autodesk Buzzsaw® and 
Autodesk Constructware® offerings.) Those differences will be called out below. You will need to 
consider which CPM product your team is planning to deploy, and follow the recommendations of 
that section. 
 
Also, there are two types of Macs, Intel Macs (which run processors made by Intel Corporation) 
and PowerPC Macs (which run the G3, G4, and G5 labelled processors made by IBM.) It is 
important to consider which type of Macs are being used, or whether both are being used in a 
mixed environment. 
 
Finally, many common office-type files (like .doc, .pdf, .xls, .jpg, .txt, .htm, and others) are usable 
on Mac with appropriate Mac software, and some Autodesk file types, (such as .dwg, and .dwf) 
are also viewable on the Mac with native software. There are in addition ways of converting those 
file types to supported types or using emulation or online services to view them. This will be 
discussed below. It is important to consider whether your Mac users will have a significant need 
to view .dwg or .dwf files.  
 
Mac Access to CPM: The Ideal Case 
 
The best way to offer access to Mac users to Autodesk CPM products (both Buzzsaw and 
Constructware) is as follows: 
 

• Use Intel Macs only 
• Use Parallels for Mac (http://www.parallels.com) or Apple Boot Camp which is 

part of Mac OS X. Both of these will enable Intel Macs to run the Windows 
operating system, and by extension almost all Windows applications.  

• Buy a copy of Microsoft Windows XP for each Mac that will need access to the 
CPM site, and install it 

• Run the CPM products inside the Windows session. Whenever you need to log 
into Buzzsaw or Constructware, switch to the Windows session and run CPM 
using the native software (in the case of Buzzsaw) or Microsoft Internet Explorer 
(in the case of Constructware.) What you are doing here is running Windows 
inside your Mac, and all Windows programs run in a “virtual computer” created by 
Parallels or Boot Camp. This is nearly 100% identical to running CPM on a true 
Windows computer. You will be able to use the Autodesk Design Review 
application for working with DWF files, and the embedded Brava viewer for 
Constructware, which will allow you to have the same full-fledged access to the 
CPM data that Windows users have, including administration of the site for other 
users. 

http://www.parallels.com
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Figure 1: Autodesk Buzzsaw running inside Parallels Workstation on an Intel Mac 

 

 
Figure 2: Autodesk Constructware running inside Parallels Workstation on an Intel Mac 
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If Intel Macs are being used, this approach (i.e., Boot Camp + Windows XP or Parallels + 
Windows XP) is the Autodesk-recommended approach for running CPM products on a Mac. 
 
Non-Intel Macs 
 
If PowerPC Macs (i.e., non-Intel Macs) are being used, the following options are available: 
 
Option 1 (Best Option): Install VirtualPC from Microsoft and a copy of Microsoft Windows XP to 
run the CPM applications in a Windows shell like above. Again this will be much like running the 
Windows applications on a Windows PC, but you will notice some slowdown in performance due 
to the emulation being done in the background by your computer. This Option allows full access 
to all CPM capabilities including Autodesk Design Review for DWF viewing in Buzzsaw, and 
Brava viewing for DWF viewing in Constructware. 
 
Option 2 (Next-best Option): Buzzsaw (but not Constructware) offers Windows and non-
Windows users limited access via a different server address. This address is as follows: 
 
http://webdav.buzzsaw.com/<sitename> 
 
You can access this server in two ways: 

a. Open the Finder, and Connect to Server (Cmd+K), then enter the address. 

 
Figure 3: Connecting to Buzzsaw via WebDAV using Mac Finder 

http://webdav.buzzsaw.com/<sitename
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This will give you read-only access to the files on a Buzzsaw site. No administration 
features will work, and you will not have access to Buzzsaw Professional forms or 
dashboards. 
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b. Use a third-party server access tool called Transmit (available at 
www.panic.com) which will allow you to both read and write (upload) files to the 
same server address above. Follow the Transmit documentation for “Connecting 
to a Server”, and choose the WebDAV protocol. 
 
Important: When using Transmit or Finder access to Buzzsaw, you will not be 
able to perform Administration functions on the Buzzsaw site, nor will you have 
access to any Buzzsaw Professional capabilities (such as forms or dashboards.) 
 
Additionally, you will need access to a Windows PC to do the initial setup of your 
account on Buzzsaw, or you can follow a somewhat complicated process on your 
Mac with the Firefox browser1. The Welcome link you receive in your account 
setup e-mail must be clicked on a Windows PC (or emulated Windows PC using 
Parallels/Boot Camp/VirtualPC.) 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Connected to Buzzsaw via WebDAV using Transmit 

 

                                                
1 Here are the steps for creating your password on a Mac from the original Welcome e-mail: (1) Open 
Firefox on the Mac. (2) Cut and paste the SECOND link from the Buzzsaw Welcome e-mail into Firefox. 
It’s the one that says “Web Access to Buzzsaw.” If you don’t have this link in your Welcome e-mail, paste 
the first link, and then remove the part that reads “/client” from it, leaving the rest alone. (3) Follow the 
link. (4) You should get asked for a username and password. The username is in the Welcome e-mail. The 
password is the last 9 digits of the link (everything after the hyphen.) This combo should get you in. If it 
doesn’t check everything. (5) Fill out the form and create your permanent password and security question. 
Now you can use Transmit to access Buzzsaw, with this username and password. 

http://www.panic.com
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Viewing DWG and DWF files on the Mac 
 
There are third-party viewers available for DWG and DWF on the Mac. 
 
DWG: www.autodwg.com 
DWF: www.macdwf.com 
 
Conclusion 
 
With this information you are now equipped to connect your Mac users to your Autodesk CPM 
project. If you have any other questions or comments about Mac access to Autodesk CPM, 
please contact your Autodesk representative. 

http://www.autodwg.com
http://www.macdwf.com

